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Introduction
Ufl Exporter is a N3uron module that can export tag events to CSV files using one or multiple tag filters.
Events are stored in the memory’s buffer and subsequently exported to a CSV file, according to the desired
timeframes. An example CSV file generated using this module can be seen in the Appendix.

Creating Module Instances
•

Open N3uron and navigate to the “Config” view.

•

Click on “Modules”, then create a new module. This instance can be given any name (except
names with special characters like ‘.’, ‘/’, etc.), although users are recommended to name
instances in a similar way to the name of the module being instantiated. In this example, it has
been named Ufl Exporter.

Creating new module instances
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By setting the module type to Ufl Exporter, the created instance will automatically become a Ufl
Exporter instance. Once saved, Ufl Exporter should appear in bold in the module list because there
are unsaved changes.

Setting the instance type

In addition to configuring this instance, each module has a Logger, which needs to be
configured separately. The default settings will be sufficient for this, but users will need to
actively open the Logger configuration settings and save the default values in order for the

configuration file to be generated.

Additionally, each instance can be configured with the following options:
•

Required: When enabled, all links will be paused when the module is offline to avoid data loss. If
not enabled, this module will have no effect on links when offline.

•

Start: This section controls how the module behaves when the N3uron service is started (which
also includes service restarts).
o

Enabled: If true, the module will automatically start when the N3uron services start.
Otherwise, the module must be started manually.

o

Start delay: When automatic start is enabled, this setting is used to control how much
delay there should be between starting the N3uron service and starting the module. This
value is in displayed in milliseconds.

•

Monitor: This section is used to monitor the status of each module, as well as to enable
it to automatically restart if it goes offline.
o Automatic restart: If true, whenever the module goes offline (except when
manually stopped by the user) the module will automatically restart.
o Restart delay: Determines the delay before restarting the module after it has
gone offline.
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Configuration
After selecting a Ufl Exporter instance, the following configuration will appear:

Ufl Exporter configuration

•

Destination folder: Specifies the path where CSV files will be saved to. By default, this value is blank,
meaning

that

files

will

be

automatically

saved

to

/N3uron/data/UflInstaceName.

Alternatively, users can set this value to an absolute path in order to save files to a different directory.
The naming convention for files is YYYYMMDDhhmmSSsss-NodeName.csv
For example, if the node name is “Main” and the time is 2019-02-19 12:05:12.365, the
name of the file will be 20190219120512365-Main.csv

•

Buffer limit: Specifies the maximum number of events that will be stored in the in-memory buffer
before becoming exported files. When this limit is reached, a file will automatically be generated
even if the Export rate time has not lapsed. The default value is set to 1000 events. The minimum
value is 1 event.

•

Export rate: Specifies the file generation rate, displayed in milliseconds. After this time is lapsed, all
events in the buffer will automatically be stored in the CSV file. The minimum value is set to 5000
milliseconds, and the default value is 60000 milliseconds.

•

Tag naming scheme: This section is used to change how the tag path will appear in the CSV file.
o

Separator: The value of this field will be used as the path separator in the full path of any tag.

o

Prefix: This field is used to add a prefix to the tag’s full path.
If the tag is /Inverter/Active_Power:
•

Separator = “.” -> Inverter.Active_Power

•

Prefix = “Plant001.” -> Plant001.Inverter/Active_Power

•

Separator = “.” ; Prefix = “Plant001.” ->
Plant001.Inverter.Active_Power

•

Force storage: This section is used to force a “virtual sample” to appear in the file when the
filtered tags remain unchanged.
o

Period: Specifies the time between a tag change and a new virtual sample being inserted,
displayed in milliseconds. By setting this value to 0, this functionality is automatically
disabled. The default value is set to 0 milliseconds.

o

Delay: Specifies the delay applied when generating new samples. This is used when
there are several links and users want to avoid creating unnecessary virtual samples due
to connection delays. The minimum value is set to 1000 milliseconds.

•

Tag filters: Specifies one or multiple tag filters used to select which tags from the tag model will
be exported to the CSV files.
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Tag filters
A tag filter is a regular expression used to select specific tags from the tag model to be exported to the
CSV file. If no tag filters are created, all tags will be exported. Otherwise, only those tags matching at
least one filter will be used. The following screenshot shows how to configure a tag filter:

Tag filter configuration

•

RegEx pattern: Regular expression used to filter tags. This expression will be applied to the tag’s
full path. More information about Regular Expressions can be found at RegExr.

Not all features of regular expressions are supported. New features such as lookbehind
groups and atomic groups are not supported.

•

Ignore case: Sets the regular expression’s //i flag, instructing it to ignore the case of the text.

Appendix
Output file
Output CSV files are named according to two factors: file creation timestamp and N3uron node name.
The following example is a generated file name: “1523462885954-main.csv”
Upon start-up, the values of all tags matching the specified filters will be saved, meaning that every
subsequent event or virtual sample (according to the Force sample) setting will also be saved.
The generated files contain the following columns:
• Data type: B (Boolean), N (Number) or S (String).
• Tag path: The tag’s full path, including prefix and specified separator.
• Timestamp: In ISO 8601 format
• Tag value
• OPC quality
N,Inverter001.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:46:44.501Z,1020,192
N,Inverter002.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:46:44.501Z,1250,192
N,Inverter003.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:46:44.501Z,1210,192
N,Inverter004.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:46:44.501Z,1137,192
N,Inverter005.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:46:44.501Z,1112 ,192
N,Inverter001.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:47:44.503Z,1035 ,192
N,Inverter002.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:47:44.503Z,1249 ,192
N,Inverter003.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:47:44.503Z,1245 ,192
N,Inverter004.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:47:44.503Z,1168 ,192
N,Inverter005.Active_Power,2019-02-19T14:47:44.503Z,1098 ,192

The following CSV file is an example of a file created using Ufl Exporter.
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